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The cross section for production of m' mesons by colliding electrons is calculated in the virtual photon
approximation. This cross section is directly proportional to the inverse x lifetime, and the proportionality
constant is independent of the strong couplings. For a center-of-mass energy of 300 Mev and a m mean
life of 10 "sec the total cross section is about 10 "cm'.

I. INTRODUCTION

' PPER and lower bounds are known for the
mean life, v, of the m meson. The upper bound,

~ &5&10 ", was determined by attempting to measure
the distance from the x' production event to the point
of decay via the electron decay mode. ' The lower
bound, ~&5X10 ", comes from the scattering of light
by protons. ' In this paper it is proposed to measure r
by the production of ~' mesons by colliding electrons,

Let po be the momentum of each electron, nt the
electron mass, p the meson mass, and r the meson
mean life. It is shown in Sec. II that the total cross
section for m production is given, in natural units, by
the formula

t'1 )'1
f(V)L»(Po/~) j'

&137) tt'r

+terms of order Dn(po/nt) j, (1)

where y= p/2po. The function f(y) is given by

fh) = (2+v)' »(1/v) —(1—v') (3+~'). (2)

It is of the order of unity except very near po=tt/2.
At po-tt, and for r~10 'o sec, Eq. (1) gives ar
crn'. Although the cross section is greater by an order
of magnitude at several Bev, the problem of discrimina-
tion against multiple x' production probably restricts
the energy to po tt or less.

The mesons come out primarily forward or backward
with a distribution function
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—(tt'/4po). The function f(y) in Eq. (1) is determined
by integrating dN/dq between zero and q .

If it is not possible to measure the energy of the two
photons resulting from the decay of the x' one must
discriminate in some other way against the double
bremsstrahlung process, which occurs in the same order
of n= 1/137. If r is suKciently small, it may be possible
to do this by using the angular spread of the photons
(which is presumably of order m/po for the bremsstrah-
lung). If not, the competing wide-angle cross section
must be calculated and substrated from the observed
events. It may be noted that the interference between
the two modes of double photon production (sro and
bremsstrahlung) is always smaller than the ~o mode by
one power of 1/137, independent of the value of r.
It is interesting that this would not necessarily be
the case for strongly coupled particles, i.e., p+m. -+ p
+sr directly and via the very narrow resonant A' state.

The calculation leading to Eq. (1) holds for any
combination of electrons and positrons, since the
exchange (or, for the electron-positron case, an-
nihilation) contribution to or is not proportional to
Lln(po/nt) ]'.Furthermore, the coeKcient of Dn(po/nt) 1'
in 0-z is the lifetime of the ~' for decay into almost real
photons (of mass comparable to the electron mass).
The terms in a.z of order ln(po/nt) and unity involve
virtual photons of mass po, and therefore do not
directly measure the z' lifetime. The order of magnitude
of the effect of virtual photons of large mass can, for
po&tt, be estimated quite accurately by neglecting the
variation of the z' decay matrix-element with photon
mass and performing a complete electrodynamic
calculation. This calculation, together with one of
wide-angle double bremsstrahlung, is being done by
%ilner.

IL DERIVATION OF EQ. (I)where q is the momentum and cv the energy of the
produced meson. The limits on q are zero and q =po %e start from the well-known expression for the

equivalent number of light quanta lV& per fast electron.
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where n=1/137, pi and po are the final and initial
electron momenta, m is the electron mass, k the equiv-
alent photon energy (or electron energy loss), p an
average electron momentum of the order of (pipo/k).
To the extent that in(p/m)))1, we do not need the
precise value of p. Since the validity of Eq. (4) depends
on just that inequality, we shall set p= po.

In our problem we have two incident electrons. Again
to logarithmic accuracy, each electron goes forward, and
longitudinal photons and exchange scattering may be
neglected.

The cross section for m' production will therefore be,
in the center-of-mass system of the two electrons,

(2n t ( Po
r $

dkl ~k& (Pi +Po )(Po +po')

i & m&~ k k, 4p, '

X~(4,4), (5)

whose invariant expression is

8m'
&((ki+ko)~'+w').
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We substitute (8) into (5) and obtain
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4

ki ——(oo+q)/2,

ko= ((g —q)/2,

(11)

(12)

Next, re-introduce the meson energy and momentum
as independent variables according to

where 0(ki, ko) is the cross section for production of a
m' by two oppositely directed photons of momenta k&

and k2, respectively.
To calculate 0 (ki,ko), let (l M l'), be the polarization-

averaged square of the invariant matrix element
connecting a pion to two photons.

The pion lifetime is given in terms of (lMl ),~ by
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where p is the pion mass. The cross section a (ki,ko) is
given by

(2~)' t dq &(ki+ko —q)8(ki+ko —oo)

~(ki,4)=
2 & (2~) ' (2k i) (2ko) 2oo

x (I ~l ).. (7)

Since ki and ko are in opposite directions we must
have q=ki —ko and oo=k, +ko, or 4kiko=p'. Equation
(7) then simplifies to

8X2
0.(ki, ko) =—5(4k,k.—p')(l3E l'). = 8(4kiko —p, ') (8)

p P7'

q-=Po (I '/4P ). - (15)

The final result for 0&, Eqs. (1) and (2), is obtained
by carrying out the integral in Eq. (13) between the
limits given by Eq. (15).

I would like to thank Professor Feshbach for a
helpful conversation.

Pi=Po (&+q)/2 and —Po=Po (~ q)/2 (—14)—

The momentum spectrum of produced mesons is
given by Eq. (13). The limits on q are determined by
the condition that pi and po be greater than zero, that,
is —

q ~&q~&q where


